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MARKET WATCH 

June 4 2018 

 Metals and Energy 

COMMODITY LAST OPEN HIGH LOW NETCHG PERCCHG VOL OI 

CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE - COMEX 

SPOT GOLD 1,301.30 1,297.00 1,301.50 1,294.10 2.00 0.15% - - 

GOLD FUTURES 1,297.42 1,293.29 1,297.44 1,290.38 4.13 0.32% - - 

SPOT SILVER 16.56 16.43 16.56 16.38 0.12 0.72% - - 

SILVER FUTURES 16.55 16.41 16.55 16.38 0.14 0.87% - - 

COPPER FUTURES 3.13 3.10 3.13 3.09 0.03 0.89% - - 

NEW YORK MERCANTILE EXCHANGE (NYMEX) 

CRUDE OIL FUTURES 65.42 65.62 66.03 65.28 -0.39 -0.59% - - 

NATURAL GAS FUTURES 2.97 2.97 2.98 2.96 0.01 0.27% - - 

LONDON METALS EXCHANGE (LME) 

ALUMINUM 2,332.75 2,303.50 2,334.75 2,291.25 36.50 1.59% - - 

COPPER 6,961.00 6,917.75 6,965.00 6,893.25 56.00 0.81% - - 

LEAD 2,444.75 2,457.50 2,463.75 2,431.50 -19.50 -0.79% - - 

NICKEL 15,352.50 15,392.50 15,517.50 15,247.50 -57.50 -0.37% - - 

ZINC 3,093.50 3,093.00 3,119.75 3,056.50 5.50 0.18% - - 

MULTI COMMODITY EXCHANGE (MCX) 

GOLD 30976.00 30900.00 30990.00 30825.00 67.00 0.22 3584 5676 

SILVER 39814.00 39543.00 39840.00 39461.00 277.00 0.70 6251 17501 

         

CRUDE OIL 4392.00 4409.00 4435.00 4382.00 -36.00 -0.81 42019 17836 

NATURAL GAS 199.40 198.90 200.70 198.70 1.00 0.50 11956 6068 

         

ALUMINUM 157.60 155.30 157.90 155.15 2.35 1.51 6219 4651 

COPPER 463.35 459.70 463.80 458.70 4.50 0.98 26544 15317 

LEAD 164.35 164.50 165.00 163.50 -0.55 -0.33 5937 2642 

NICKEL 1028.50 1032.80 1037.50 1022.80 -1.80 -0.17 24765 12974 

ZINC 208.50 207.90 208.80 205.80 0.80 0.39 14095 5143 
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 Metals and Energy 

KEY MARKET EVENTS/RELEASES 

COUNTRY DATA RELEASE/EVENT TIME IMPACT CONSENSUS PREVIOUS 

US NON FARM PAYROLLS (MAY) 6.00 PM HIGH 189,000 164,000 

US  ISM MANF PMI 7.30 PM HIGH 58.2 57.3 

THE DAY AHEAD 

Precious Metals trade steady; weaker currencies support prices 
 
Gold is trading at 1298.80, down marginally whereas Silver is in green at 16.45 currently.  
 
Precious Metals are trading in a range as the weakness in currencies and geopolitical tensions continue to boost 
prices in the short term. Despite safe-haven demand, increasing chances of a rate hike from the FOMC this month 
kept a lid on the upside. U.S. job growth accelerated in May and the unemployment rate dropped to an 18-year low 
of 3.8 percent, pointing to rapidly tightening labour market conditions, which could stir concerns about inflation 
which should further help the FOMC hike rates this year. Hedge funds and money managers raised their net long 
position in COMEX gold contracts to the strongest since late April in the week to May 29, U.S. Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission (CFTC) data showed on Friday.  
 
The intraday bias is neutral on precious metals. 
 
Base Metals trade neutral; short-term trend positive 
 
Base Metals have started the week on a mixed bias with Aluminum rallying over a percent to trade at 2327.75 
whereas Copper is at 6943.50, up 0.56% currently. Lead is the worst performer at 2438.50, down a percent.  
 
The overall bias continues to remain positive as supply disruptions lend support to prices. After Vedanta's mine shut 
down in India, the world's largest producer Escondida is also facing uncertainty as wage talks began on Friday. Last 
year, one of the major drivers of Copper prices was a 44-day strike at the same mine in Chile. Technically, Copper has 
been stuck in a range between around $7,300 and $6,600 since hitting a four-year high in December. On Monday it 
broke above its 100-day moving average, improving its technical picture, and was poised to move above its 
downtrend line from its April high. While we neutral on prices in intraday, sustained activity at current levels should 
support our short-term bullish view and see buying emerge on dips. Aluminium prices continued to rally further after 
the Trump administration imposed tariffs on allies. Beginning this month, US President Donald Trump has imposed a 
25 percent tariff on import of steel from Canada and another 15 percent on aluminum using the "national security 
interest" provisions of the existing American laws and meanwhile, the talks between China and US remain uncertain, 
import duties could create mismatch between supply and demand and boost prices. 
 
Technically, base metals are trading with a positive bias in the evening session ahead of the US open. 
 
Oil prices decline further as OPEC meet yields no result 
 
Crude Oil is down by about half a percent at 65.45 currently whereas Natural Gas is up 0.27% to trade at 65.47.  
 
The closed-door OPEC meeting was a non-event as key members remained tight-lipped about changes to policy 
ahead of the official meeting on June 22. Crude Oil took a hammering last week as reports suggesting that Saudi and 
Russia may increase supply to compensate for the loss of production from Iran and Venezuela due to sanctions. The 
combined effort between OPEC and Russia has been key to reducing the global glut and support prices higher over 
the last 2 years. Increasing US rigs and shale production has also been weighing on prices in the recent past.  
 
The technical outlook continues to remain bearish as prices have broken below intermediate support at 4450.0 and 
we expect it to test support at 4300.0-4320.0 this week whereas, on the upside, a breakout above 4460.0-4470.0 
should see prices recover in the short term. 
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MARKET TREND AND PIVOT POINTS 
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 Metals and Energy 

COMMODITY TREND R1 R2 R3 PIVOT S1 S2 S3 

GOLD NEUTRAL 156.53 157.81 160.86 154.76 153.48 151.71 148.66 

SILVER NEUTRAL 460.51 462.18 466.78 457.58 455.91 452.98 448.38 

CRUDE OIL NEGATIVE 4501.00 4574.00 4689.00 4459.00 4386.00 4344.00 4229.00 

NATURAL GAS NEGATIVE 31114.33 31319.66 31644.66 30994.66 30789.33 30669.66 30344.66 

ALUMINUM POSITIVE 166.01 167.13 169.73 164.53 163.41 161.93 159.33 

COPPER POSITIVE 199.50 200.60 202.80 198.40 197.30 196.20 194.00 

LEAD NEUTRAL 1037.53 1044.76 1063.06 1026.46 1019.23 1008.16 989.86 

NICKEL POSITIVE 39731.33 39925.66 40244.66 39606.66 39412.33 39287.66 38968.66 

ZINC NEUTRAL 209.21 210.73 213.33 208.13 206.61 205.53 202.93 
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Any document, including this report, which is prepared by the research team of Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
(SMIFS) is circulated for the purpose of information only to the intended recipient and should not be replicated or quoted or    
circulated to any person/corporate or legal entities in any form. This document/ documents/ reports/ opinion should not be 
interpreted as an Investment/ taxation/ legal advice. While the information contained in the report has been procured in good 
faith, from sources considered/ believed to be reliable, all/ part of the statement/ statements/ opinion/ opinions/ view/ views in 
the report may not be considered to be complete or accurate. Therefore, it should only be relied upon at the recipients own risk.  
 
Research Analysts/ Economists/ Advisors/ Investment Strategists or any other spokes persons of the company (SMIFS) 
are often sought after for expressing their views on print/ electronic/ web media. The views expressed are purely based 
on their assumption/ understanding on fundamental approach/ technical and historic facts on the subject. The views 
expressed should not be construed as an offer to buy/ sell or hold equity/ commodity/ currencies or their derivatives. 
The views/ opinions expressed is for information purpose only, and may change due to underlying factors, related or 
unrelated or other market conditions and may or may not be updated.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd, its subsidiaries, or any of its directors, employees, agents, and representatives 
shall not be liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, special or consequential including lost revenue or lost 
profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the information/ research reports/ opinions expressed.  
 
Disclosure: Clients/ associates of SMIFS Group may be holding positions in equities or their derivatives on which the 
research report is made or opinion is formed or views are expressed in print or electronic media. We ensure all compliance is 
adhered to with this report/ reports/ opinion or views expressed. 
 
Analyst ownership of the stock – NIL  
Analyst’s dependent relatives’ ownership in the stock – NIL  
 
Analyst Certification: The matter related to the report has been taken from sources believed reliable and the views 
expressed about the subject or issues in this report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst/ analysts. Stewart & 
Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. does not compensate partly or in full, directly or indirectly, related to specific 
recommendations or views expressed by the research analysts/ market strategists/ Portfolio Managers.  
 
REGISTRATION as required under SEBI (Research Analyst) Regulation 2014 has been granted by Securities & Exchange Board of 
India (SEBI), registration number being INH300001474.  
 
Stewart & Mackertich Wealth Management Ltd. 
Vaibhav, 4 Lee Road, Kolkata 700020, West Bengal, India. 
Tel.: +91 33 6634 5408 /, Fax: 91 33 22893401 
 
Website: www.smifs.com 
 
For queries related to compliance of the report, please contact:  
- Sudipto Datta, Compliance Officer  
Contact No.: +91 33 66345414 / 4011 5414  
Email Id.: compliance@smifs.com / sudipta@smifs.com 
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